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House Committee on Oversight and Reform 

2154 Rayburn House Office Building 

Washington, DC 20515 

 

      Via email: oversight_clerks@mail.house.gov 

Re: Hearing “Fighting Fire with Fire: Evaluating the Role of Forest Management in 

Reducing Catastrophic Wildfires,” March 16, 2022  

March 21, 2022 

 

House Committee on Oversight and Reform:  

Friends of the Clearwater respectfully submits this testimony to be submitted into the hearing 

titled Hearing on “Fighting Fire with Fire: Evaluating the Role of Forest Management in 

Reducing Catastrophic Wildfires” in the House Committee on Oversight and Reform, 

Subcommittee on Environment. Because email is the only way to timely introduce material in 

the record, Friends of the Clearwater was limited in the documents it could send by email. We 

have linked as many materials as time would allow. If there is any scientific articles or reports 

that cited below that the committee wants to see as it continues its investigation, please let us 

know and we would be happy to provide them. 

Friends of the Clearwater is a nonprofit with staff in Idaho and Montana who watchdog our 

mission area, which includes about four million acres in North-central Idaho, mostly comprised 

of the Nez Perce and Clearwater National Forests, with small parts of our mission area in the 

Idaho Panhandle National Forest and the Bitterroot National Forest, which straddles Idaho and 

Montana.  

In the opening of this hearing, Representative Ro Khanna noted the importance of a science-

based approach to “forest management” as it pertains to wildfire. We certainly hope the 

Oversight Committee continues its investigation by speaking to more scientists, and hope this is 

the beginning of several more hearings with different sub-focuses under the gigantic and many-

faceted topic of wildfire and forestry. As this testimony cites to articles, the independent 

scientists who studied what became those articles, are precisely whom this committee should 

approach for additional testimony. Dr. Dominick DellaSala is a terrific first witness, but this 

Committee needs to invite more independent scientists like him. The Committee should also 

consider inviting tribes, organizations, and individuals whose can provide on-the-ground 

knowledge of the effects of the Forest Service’s management of public lands in the name of 

wildfire.   

The first important thing to recognize is that, while Chief Moore corrected the oversight 

committee that it wasn’t “timber harvesting” so much as “managing the forest,” Chairwoman 

mailto:oversight_clerks@mail.house.gov
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Maloney and Ms. King’s exchange on the euphemistic terms utilized by the Forest Service were 

accurately on point—the Forest Service is taking the most valuable trees. Chief Moore’s 

categorization of “managing the forest,” was disingenuous. Chief Moore discusses the confines 

of working “within the market” that exists with a “viable timber program.” That market that 

exists for timber harvest of relatively mature trees. To highlight this point, Friends of the 

Clearwater provides pictures below of what projects look like after they were completed on the 

Nez Perce and Clearwater National Forests of North-Central Idaho. Of the pictures below, the 

Forest Service called one a “timber sale,” one a “project,” one a “wildfire protection project,” 

and one a “vegetation management project.”  
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See footnote for the answers.1 

When Chief Moore talks about “managing the forest” as opposed to timber harvest, the Forest 

Service might call it that, but to organizations that watchdog management of our public lands, 

“managing the forest” is a euphemism for the substantive act of logging.    

We also note that not all ecosystems are the same. There are some dryer places where fire is 

different and fire-return intervals are different. Cultural burning was historically practiced, but it 

varied depending on places and was done by a smaller human population and not at a landscape 

scale. We wouldn’t want to see a situation where the US Forest Service ignores the science on 

when and where this happened and ignores Tribes to culturally appropriate the practice at a 

landscape scale.  

Before moving onto science as it pertains to fire and forestry as it impacts our ecosystems, a 

short word about grazing because Representative Herrell mentioned this activity. Representative 

Herrell stated that grazing is both a forest and wildlife management tool and an economic 

necessity. For forest and wildlife management, the science does not support this. Livestock 

grazing, permitted on the public’s national forests, contribute to greenhouse gases and make the 

land where they are physically present more vulnerable to the impacts of climate change. 

Beschta et al. 2012 Livestock grazing reduces carbon storage, Daryanto et al. 2013. Livestock 

grazing can compound impacts from climate change. For example, one cow may consume up to 

30 gallons of water per day, Rasby 2016, which in times of drought can further impact flower 

production for native bees. Brookshire and Weaver 2015. Livestock trample streambanks, which 

can widen streams, which cause them to absorb more solar radiation and make them warmer. 

Nussle et al, 2015 & 2017. Livestock grazing spreads invasive weeds and corresponds with 

increased instances of cheatgrass. Williamson et al., 2019. These invasive grasses can be highly 

flammable and contribute increased fire risk, including increasing fire occurrence by 230 

percent and fire frequency by 150 percent. Fusco et al. 2019. Grazing on public lands is like 

processed sugar in one’s diet: the healthier choice is to cut it back.  

Representative Tlaib asked about taxpayer subsidies, but because Representative Herrell raised 

the issue, we point to taxpayer subsidies for grazing as well. While Representative Herrell 

stated that grazing is an “economic necessity,” when on public lands, and perhaps it is according 

to the for-profit ranching industry, grazing is another activity that taxpayers subsidize. Taxpayers 

help line the pockets of private companies who profit from grazing, grazing that impairs public 

lands and contributes to global warming.  

Taxpayers subsidize logging on public lands. To answer Representative Tlaib’s question about 

who pays for this, taxpayers subsidize the federal logging program. Even though Chief Moore 

discussed working within the “market available,” that market is a money pit that taxpayers fund. 

Logging, which costs taxpayers biodiversity, poorer water quality, and an increased risk from 

fires (discussed below) costs the taxpayer between $1.5 to $2.0 billion dollars per year. Talberth 

                                                 
1 Number 1 is the Adams Camp Wildfire Protection Project. Number 2 is the Iron Mountain Vegetation 

Management Project. Number 3 is the Little Slate Project. Number 4 is the Cove-Mallard Timber Sale. All of these 

projects that involved “managing the forest” had regeneration cuts, which is a forestry term for removing most of the 

trees in the area, whether that be by clearcut, shelterwood cut, or seed tree cut.  

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwizh6HSyNf2AhX2D0QIHQD3DYoQFnoECAQQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fsustainable-economy.org%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2019%2F05%2FCSE-Federal-logging-report-May-2019.pdf&usg=AOvVaw1wxOceME6ikwsVRDD1Vgb8
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and Niemi 2019. And that cost does not appear to account for timber theft. Gorte 1995. For 

example, below is completed work by loggers in the “Adams Camp Wildfire Protection Project.” 

The Forest Service authorized one side of the road to be a “commercial thin,” thinning the forest. 

The other side of the road was slated to be a clear cut, where most-to-all trees are removed. 

Which is which? 

 

Above, Adams Camp Wildfire Protection Project (taken 2021) from middle of road. Below left, 

detail of road off of left side of the above picture (the commercial-thin unit). Below right, detail 

of the right side of the above picture (the clearcut unit).  

   

Finally, much of what we discuss below includes science and materials that we repeatedly 

provide to the Forest Service for variously named proposed logging projects. We’ve also 

provided many of these materials to the US Department of Agriculture (USDA) when it invited 

the public to comment on the Department’s climate strategy, and again to the Council on 

Environmental Quality when it reviewed the USDA’s unscientific climate strategy.   

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwizh6HSyNf2AhX2D0QIHQD3DYoQFnoECAQQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fsustainable-economy.org%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2019%2F05%2FCSE-Federal-logging-report-May-2019.pdf&usg=AOvVaw1wxOceME6ikwsVRDD1Vgb8
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The Forest Service’s management on public lands as it relates to fire can be separated into 

logging before fire in the name of fire risk reduction, logging as a form of fire suppression 

during a fire, and post-fire logging project meant only to recover the economic value of 

timber. The testimony we provide here focuses on logging in the name of fire, what drives fire, 

and the need to preserve the mature trees that now exist as a climate solution (because that 

relates directly to wildfire). For the during-fire logging, we refer you to the fireline fact sheet that 

our organization submitted into the record with several other organizations via email on March 

17, 2021. For post-fire logging, we refer you to the testimony submitted by the Pacific Northwest 

Climate Alliance Wildfire Working group and note that we have several examples on the Nez 

Perce and Clearwater National Forests where we have documented wildfire where it was low-

severity (i.e., the type of fire the Forest Service claims it wants), yet the Forest Service has 

proposed environmentally damaging post-fire logging. These projects include the Sand Mountain 

Fire Salvage and the Johnson Creek Fire Salvage logging projects on the Clearwater National 

Forest.  

BEFORE FIRE: SCIENCE DOES NOT SUPPORT THE IDEA THAT WE CAN LOG OUR WAY TO LESS 

FIRE 

Before delving into the fire ecology science, FOC first responds to the loaded word 

“catastrophic” Congress has chosen to use, because words matter. “Catastrophic” is a holdover 

term from before a body of science that recognized there is an important role that natural high-

severity wildfire plays on wild landscapes. High-severity fire on wildlands begets biodiversity.  

Fire has varying levels of severity and exists in different regions differently. Forests in the 

Northern Rockies, for example, have existed for millennia with mixed-severity fire, which 

includes stand-replacing fires. Mixed severity fire is important for our public forests in this 

region, and that includes high-severity fire. Mixed severity fire includes patches of natural high-

severity fire in addition to low severity fire and unburned pockets. When FOC says “high-

intensity fire,” we mean stands with over 75 percent tree mortality. High-severity fire in public 

forests are ecologically important, too—many species evolved with high-severity fire. See Bond 

et al. 2012, Hanson 2010; and Hutto, “Fire Ecology Stories” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5EpTncRMbXs. Snag forest habitat “is one of the most 

ecologically important and biodiverse forest habitat types in western U.S. conifer forests 

(Lindenmayer and Franklin 2002, Noss et al. 2006, Hutto 2008).” Hanson 2010. “Many plant 

and animal species are adapted to post-fire conditions, and populations of some (e.g. many bird 

species; Figure 1) decline after fire exclusion or post-fire logging.” Noss et al. 2006. For 

example, Hutto 2008 found that the black-backed woodpecker is a specialized species on 

severely burned forests. Hutto found a distribution of black-backed woodpeckers, which 

“suggests that conditions created by severe fires probably represent the historical backdrop 

against which this species evolved.” And, “[t]he desire to rid our forests of severe fire beyond the 

urban interface is, for many forest types, not well grounded in ecological science.” Hutto 2008. 

Please also see LeQuire 2009 and Odion et al. 2014.  

Repeatedly, from both sides of the aisle, representatives stated this idea that if we can lessen fire 

risk if only we correct the “fuels” problem that we have on our public land. Even folks who 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5EpTncRMbXs
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purported to value science repeated concerning misinformation, such as suggesting that the US 

Forest Service’s 10am policy that began in the 1930s, where the agency aimed fires to be out by 

10am the next day, has contributed to fuel build-up, and is creating the current problem of 

“catastrophic” wildfire. Some acknowledged that the climate change complicated the fuels 

problem or the forest-condition problem. We heard that from Democratic members, Republican 

members, the minority witness, and even one of the witnesses by the Democrats, who was an 

engineer. Really, wildfire is primarily a climate and weather phenomenon, not “fuels problem.” 

Dr. DellaSala was the only scientist on this panel who could speak to that, and his testimony did 

that well. 

Dr. DellaSala spoke to a cool wet climate period in the mid-20th Century that was bookended by 

a warm, dry climate period in the early 20th Century and warmer, dryer weather that climate 

change is accountable for now. There is an even anecdotal example in the Northern Rockies that 

fits this explanation and does not fit the “fuel build-up narrative.” The Big Burn of 1910 burned 

three million acres (three times more than the Dixie Fire in 2021) across primarily northern 

Idaho and western Montana over August 20-23—three days. What caused this? The spring in the 

region had record-low precipitation, and the summer was remarkably hot. By August of this dry, 

hot summer, there were many small blazes, from lighting to locomotives. Amidst this backdrop 

came a weather front on August 20 that created 70+ mile-per-hour winds and whipped the region 

into a fire storm. The Great Burn of 1910 happened before the US Forest Service’s 10am policy 

and before the agency’s suppression tactics for fire, so there was no “fuel build up” at play here, 

only the forest as it has existed for millennia. The Great Burn of 1910, that firestorm, helped to 

inspire the 10am policy that so many attribute to large fires now. For a more recent example, the 

Marshall Fire outside of Boulder, Colorado was a grassland fire—no fuel build-up there. The 

feature that the Marshall Fire shared with the Great Burn of 1910 was winds—the Marchall fire 

had 90mph winds.  

Climate and weather—not fuels—primarily drive fire severity. Global warming is driving 

the climate and weather that drive the severe wildfires, in part due to more droughts and longer 

periods of hotter temperatures. See, e.g., Pechony and Shindell 2010; Pierre-Louis and Popovich 

2018: Lesmeister 2019. Logging exacerbates the situation driving severe fires because logging 

contributes up to three times the carbon emissions that logging purports to save by altering fire 

behavior. Campbell et al. 2012.2 A later study, Harris et al. 2016, found that where some 

disturbances like insects, disease and fire kill trees and lower carbon sequestration, logging has 

the greater impact—up to ten times the carbon from forest fires and bark beetles together. More 

carbon is lost from logging than from wildfire. So, contrary to Chief Moore’s assertion that 

fire threatens carbon storage, species habitat, and long-term deforestation, that is actually truer of 

logging. Logging and contributing to carbon emissions will neither make forests more resilient 

nor mitigate our contribution to a warming world—logging conversely contributes to climate 

                                                 
2 See also McKinley et al. 2011: “[I]f the starting point is a mature forest with large carbon stocks [], then harvesting 

this forest and converting it to a young forest will reduce carbon stocks and result in a net increase in atmospheric 

[CO2] for some time.  
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change. It is increasingly understood and accepted that reducing fuels does not consistently 

prevent large fires and does not reduce the outcome of these fires. See Lydersen et al. 2014. 

Fire severity is not greater where fire has been absent. In a large study across the west, 

Bradley et al. 2016 found that areas that tend to be more protected had less instances of high-

severity wildfire than areas where the Forest Service has “managed” through logging. See also 

Odion et al. 2004. Science suggests that logging tends to exacerbate fire behavior as opposed to 

an unlogged state. Representative Gibbs referenced seeing a picture of major fires on public land 

bordered by private land where fire did not impact. This anecdotal observation is countered by 

scientific analysis, which samples many instances. Dr. DellaSala noted a recent study by Oregon 

State University that showed that most fires impacting communities have spilled over from 

private lands that have been logged. There is scientific support for Representative Khanna’s 

statement that clearcutting can put communities at greater risks. Zald & Dunn 2018 found that 

plantation forestry with young forests and spatially homogenized fuels were more significant in 

predicting wildfire severity than pre-fire biomass. And this makes more sense.  Below are two 

pictures, taken by FOC staff, from the Nez Perce National Forest approximately 15-20 years 

after clearcutting swaths of forest:  

  

Clearcutting and regeneration cutting (where most trees are removed and the next generation 

starts growing at the same time) creates a homogenous forest structure, where all trees are the 

same height. The branches, which become ladder fuels, are on top of each other. Partly for this 

reason, intensive regeneration logging can make areas not previous susceptible to high-severity 

fires more susceptible to them with fuels as a secondary driver when the primary driver (weather 

and climate) exist. This science suggests that if there is any change in the frequency of fire-

severity on the landscape as the secondary driver after weather and climate, it is likely due to the 

Forest Service’s own forestry practices. Friends of the Clearwater has found the disturbing 

practice of supersized clearcuts on the rise in the Northern Region of the Forest Service, where 

the regional office appears to rubber-stamp every request for an exception to exceed the 

regulatory 40-acre-limit. Bilodeau and Juel 2021. Below is the chart of supersized clearcuts that 

Region 1 has approved over the past seven years. These acres only represent clearcuts that are a 

part of logging units over 40 acres in size. This chart does not represent what the Forest Service 

has authorized for clearcuts under 40-acre logging units in the past decade.    

https://www.friendsoftheclearwater.org/supersized-clearcut-report/
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Graphic from Bilodeau and Juel, 2021.  

“This ceremonial, pro forma request-and-approve routine has impacted national forests of the 

Northern Region on a large scale. From 2013 until March of 2021, the Northern Region has 

approved 93,056 acres of supersized clearcuts, about twice the size of the District of Columbia. 

If the acres were arranged contiguously in a square, a person with an average walking speed of 

three miles per hour would have to walk two full eight-hour days just to traverse its perimeter.” 

Juel and Bilodeau 2021.  

The old and mature forests (that we can protect) play a positive role in countering impacts 

from high-severity fire. Lesmeister et al. 2019, in looking at fires in southwestern Oregon, 

mapped northern spotted owl habitat with the 2013 fires in that region. Northern spotted owls are 

an old-growth-obligate species, meaning they generally only occur in these mature types of 

forests. Lesmeister et al. 2019 found that the areas of forests that had high habitat suitability for 

northern spotted owls burned more often at low or moderate severity, while the forests that have 

been logged were more likely to burn at moderate to high severity. Bradley et al. 2016 had 

similar findings—protected areas, i.e., older forests, were less likely to burn at high severity. 

Protecting older, mature forests not only provide increased carbon sequestration, but offer a 

buffer to high-severity fire. Some even may serve as fire refugia, which are areas disturbed less 

frequently or severely by wildfire—these areas provide safe havens for wildlife during a fire, and 

help post-fire recovery of surrounding areas by providing the seed for new vegetation. Meddens 

et al. 2018. These areas are not always predictable (just as weather sometimes surprises us), and 

some are created by happenstance. “Treating” areas by logging or prescribed burning can 
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eliminate what would have been natural fire refugia. So again, contrary to what Chief Moore 

represented, protecting old mature forests are the solution, not a problem to be logged. The 

science suggests that logging will not “restore” healthy, resilient, fire-adapted forests; forests are 

better adapted for fire before the Forest Service starts cutting down trees. Cutting down trees will 

also not protect communities.   

Thinning is not the solution for high- or low-severity fire. Representative Khanna 

acknowledged that “some thinning is necessary” based on science. To what science was he 

referring? Moore also mentioned in the hearing was that “thinning and treatment works, case 

after case,” citing the Eldorado National Forest in the Tahoe Lake management unit. The whole 

picture, which is what science examines, tells another story, according to our research. Because 

weather and climate are the primary drivers of fire severity, thinning will not impact fire 

weather. For example, the fire that tragically hit Paradise, California, burned through 

surrounding areas that had been treated and thinned for years. 

https://www.latimes.com/projects/wildfire-california-fuel-breaks-newsom-paradise/. However, 

fuel treatments are unlikely to be effective for low to mid-severity fire as well. Rhodes and 

Baker studied fire records and found that, over the 20-year period that fuel reduction is assumed 

to be effective, approximate 2.0-4.2% of untreated areas would be expected to burn at high or 

high-moderate severity. Rhodes and Baker 2008. So, there is over a 90 percent chance that 

fuel reduction will not influence a fire’s behavior. This, considered with the science above, 

renders the Forest Service’s and many committee members’ assumption that logging can satisfy 

the fuel-reduction purpose and need or that logging won’t make a fire risk worse, at best, relies 

on controversial science.3  

Protecting people and structures from any wildfire starts with smart zoning and continues 

with defensible space where it matters the most: right around the house. Dr. Jack Cohen 

found that the measures taken within the first 130 feet of the house to reduce home ignitability 

have the most influence on whether a home is lost in a subsequent wildfire. Home ignitions 

depend upon whether the structure is built with fire-resistant materials and whether there are 

flammable items on or around the structure: “Because home ignitions depend on home 

ignitability, the behavior of wildland fires beyond the home or community site does not 

necessarily correspond to W-UI home loss potential. Homes with low ignitability can survive 

high-intensity wildland fires, whereas highly ignitable homes can be destroyed during lower-

intensity fires.” Cohen 2000. Because home ignitability drive whether a structure is lost, the 

“fire loss problem can be defined as a home ignitibility issue largely independent of 

wildland fuel management issues.” Cohen 2000 (emphasis added). The issue is how people 

manage the first 130 feet surrounding their structure, not how the US Forest Service manages 

public lands miles away from houses that are highly ignitable. Because of this science, we agree 

                                                 
3 We note here that our organization repeatedly gives the Forest Service this science when invited to comment on 

logging projects to “reduce fuels,” and the Forest Service never engages with this science. The Forest Service 

manages to push through many projects under National Environmental Policy Act tracks that don’t require 

answering comments like ours or engaging with this independent science.  

https://www.latimes.com/projects/wildfire-california-fuel-breaks-newsom-paradise/
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with Dr. DellaSala that there should be more money allocated to defensible space than logging 

the wildlands.  

Beyond that, preparedness planning such as evacuation routes can help. And zoning can help 

risky development in wildland-urban interfaces. Representative Norman seemed to take issue 

with providing funds so individuals may “harden homes,” which could help protect property. 

Idaho County, Idaho, is deeply Republican, and we understand that it has resisted zoning, which 

could require people building in the middle of the forest to follow firewise landscaping for their 

own protection. While Representative Norman took issue with spending any money to help 

homeowners, he seemed unconcerned with subsidizing private industry (either logging or 

grazing), who only profit with great help from taxpayers.  

Many of the solutions to protect people from wildfire, like zoning, evacuation routes, and 

reducing the ignitability of the house and its surrounding 130 feet, simply don’t directly 

involve the US Forest Service. But, the federal government could provide education. One 

additional strategy the federal government might consider, however, is acquiring private land 

next to national forests in places the government believes are risky to inhabit because of wildfire. 

A Friends of the Clearwater staff member was out on a field trip where the Forest Service was 

showing a recent “fuels reduction” project, where the Forest Service approved logging in an 

inventoried roadless area in the middle of the forest to ostensibly “reduce fuels” next to about 20 

private structures surrounded by national forest. In the environmental assessment of the project, 

the Forest Service noted that most of those structures were summer homes, and these private 

lands were mostly inholdings surrounded by national forest on all sides. There were more than 

several structures that hadn’t managed the flammability of their home or materials within the 

first 130 feet of the home in accordance with Cohen’s research (paragraph above). On this field 

trip, the district ranger said it would have been cheaper to buy out the landowners than cost of 

doing the project in the first place. Perhaps buying out the private inholdings in national forests 

is both the safest and most economical thing to do.  

OPPORTUNITIES TO ADDRESS WILDFIRE AND CLIMATE CHANGE BASED ON CURRENT 

CONDITIONS 

Protecting our forests—which include drastically reducing logging and roadbuilding, and retiring 

grazing on public lands (two taxpayer-subsidized environmentally destructive activities), will 

cheaply and easily contribute to the Administration’s commitment to halving greenhouse gas 

emissions by 2030. 

Forests are carbon sinks 

Trees sequester carbon continually throughout their lives. While live trees store that carbon, dead 

trees also store carbon. And this carbon storage exists throughout forested areas in the United 

States. 
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Above: McKinley et al. 2011. “Average statewide forest carbon stocks [in Megagrams of Carbon 

per hectare] in live and dead trees in the conterminous United States.” While the dark green 

represents the greatest carbon stocks and gain, note how much carbon storage and carbon 

stocks of forests in the entire United States, when added together, can contribute. All forest lands 

have the potential to mitigate for global warming in various regions across the United States in 

both the soils and the vegetation.  

While forest lands are carbon sinks, more intact forest lands can be more efficient carbon sinks. 

For example, larger trees more efficiently store carbon. All parts of the tree—the trunk, the bark, 

the branches, the leaves or needles, and the roots, is biomass. And scientists have found that the 

largest one percent of trees in mature and older forests comprised 50 percent of forest biomass 

worldwide. Lutz, J.A. et al. 2018. Furthermore, larger trees of a species accumulate more carbon 

on a rate greater than their younger and smaller counterparts; in one year, a large tree species can 

store carbon equal to a mid-sized tree. Stephenson, N.L. et al. 2014. Large-diameter trees store 

outsized amounts of above-ground carbon when compared to other trees because the growing up, 

so to speak, is largely done: “Once trees attain large stature, each additional [diameter at breast 

height] increment results in a significant addition to the tree’s total carbon stores, whereas small-

diameter trees must effectively ramp up to size before the relationship between [diameter at 

breast height] and [above-ground carbon] results in significant gains.” Mildrexler et al. 2020. 

This potential is impressive: in eastern Oregon, for example scientists found that, while large 

trees were only three percent of what they inventoried, those same trees stored forty-two percent 

of the above-ground carbon in the areas inventoried. Mildrexler et al. 2020. While all forests 

have biomass, Pacific Northwest forests can hold live tree biomass equivalent to or larger than 
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tropical forests. Law and Waring 2015. But all forests store carbon, and we need all national 

forests involved in climate-change mitigation.   

Trees are not the only component that stores carbon in forests. In addition to the living biomass 

that stores carbon, soils, meadows, and dead trees all store carbon as well. Behind living 

biomass, soils are the next remarkable carbon sinks in the forest. Pan et al. 2011. And soils are 

more insulated from the weather extremes that can impact above-ground biomass. Achat et al. 

2015. Dead trees not removed from a forest also store carbon, McKinley et al. 2011, emitting it 

on a more favorable time-delay than human activities that more immediately launch carbon into 

the atmosphere (discussed below).  

Finally, even mountain meadows have the potential to be a carbon sink. Researchers at the 

University of Nevada Reno found that wet montane meadows, particularly the plants that grow 

in wetlands and the dense roots that accompany those plants, removed carbon from the 

atmosphere at a rate comparable to tropical rain forests. They stored carbon in the ground, which 

again can be less vulnerable to natural ecosystem disturbances. See Reed et al. 2020; Wharton 

2020.  

While standing trees, dead trees, soil, and meadows can store carbon, disrupting these areas with 

active management, including logging, roadbuilding, and grazing, can do just the opposite and 

emit carbon, contributing to climate change. 

Cutting down trees, removing dead wood, and disturbing soils reduce carbon sequestration 

and also emit carbon 

Climate science suggests that cutting down trees and manipulating forest stands does not benefit 

the climate. Instead, cutting trees and manipulating vegetation by killing and removing it 

decreases carbon sequestered, decreases carbon stored, and increases carbon emitted. 

Carbon is lost to the atmosphere several different ways from harvesting wood. First, cutting 

down trees reduces a forest’s potential to sequester carbon from the atmosphere. If living trees 

continually store carbon through the process of sequestration, then it logically follows that killing 

and removing each tree arrests each tree’s sequestration process, resulting in a net reduction how 

much carbon a forest sequesters. Even planting new trees cannot fully replace lost sequestration: 

“[I]f the starting point is a mature forest with large carbon stocks (Cooper 1983, Harmon et al. 

1990), then harvesting this forest and converting it to a young forest will reduce carbon stocks 

and result in a net increase in atmospheric [CO2] for some time (Fig. 8B; Harmon and Marks 

2002).” McKinley et al. 2011. Planting replacement trees cannot fully replace the lost carbon 

sequestration because mature forests with larger trees sequester more carbon than newly planted 

seedlings. Cutting down trees not only reduces sequestration, but reduces carbon storage.   

Not only does cutting down trees reduce the rate of carbon sequestration, but harvesting wood 

actively emits carbon. Disturbing soil, including road construction to logging units and soil 

disturbance within those units by wheels of machinery and dragging felled trees to where they 

can be loaded, releases the carbon that soil held into the atmosphere. See Pan et al. 2011; Achat 

et al. 2015. While 100 percent of standing trees store carbon, processing wood does not have this 
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same efficiency. 

 

Above: Josephine County Democrats, “Forest Defense is Climate Defense,” at 

https://josephinedemocrats.org/forest-defense-is-climate-defense/ (last visited Apr. 5, 2021), 

based on data from Gower 2003 and Smith et al. 2006.  

Harris et al. 2016 had higher estimates than the above chart: “[Sixty-four] percent of these losses 

were from logging residues [both above (19%) and below-ground (23%) and mill residues 

(22%). “The actual carbon stored long-term in harvested wood products represents less than 10 

percent of that originally stored in standing trees or biomass.” Moomaw and Smith 2017.  
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Photo: Example of logging residue. Piles are burned when logging operations are complete. Nez 

Perce-Clearwater National Forests, courtesy of Friends of the Clearwater.  

To calculate carbon emissions from logging residue, Harris et al. 2016 used mill surveys, so 

these concerning percentages do not appear to account for the fossil fuels burned for the power to 

process the wood. 

Logging operations burn fossil fuels. Cutting down trees, dragging logs to trucks, and hauling 

those logs to mills burn fossil fuels. Below are some examples of the machinery that burn fossil 

fuels, and all of them are generally involved with logging.  
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Upper left: feller-buncher; Upper right: swing machine. Photos courtesy of Friends of the 

Clearwater. This machinery burns fossil fuels and need to be transported to logging sites by 

trucks that also burn fossil fuels.  

 

Logging truck. Photo Courtesy US Forest Service. https://www.fs.usda.gov/. Logging trucks can 

haul anywhere from three thousand to six thousand board feet of timber. In 2020, the Nez Perce-

Clearwater sold over eighty-four million board feet of timber. It will take over 14,000 truckloads 

to haul away the timber sold in 2020 once it is cut down.  

The most carbon lost in the public’s forests is from logging. Even logging to purportedly “reduce 

fuel” (a strategy largely debunked by science and discussed in further detail below) can emit 

more carbon than what logging purports to save by altering fire behavior. Harris et a. 2016. And 

the true emissions associated with logging are sometimes underestimated and not accurately 

accounted for. See Hudiburg et al. 2019.   
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Even for the emissions we have accounted for, the most carbon lost from forests in the United 

States is from logging: 

 

Above: USDA Forest Service 2016. Future of America’s Forests and Rangelands. Update to the 

Forest Service 2010 Resources Planning Act Assessment. “Figure 8-4. Carbon accumulation 

rates (kilogram per hectare per year) resulting from disturbances in the Eastern United States, 

based on the most recent remeasured Forest Inventory and Analysis data (about a 6-year time 

step).  

Eastern forests of the US are not the only net sinks. Western US forests are, too.  
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Figure 1, Buotte et al. 2019. While this figure ranks carbon priority, we point out that all of these 

forests are carbon sinks. Also, this map does not include Alaskan forests.  

The sequestration potential is national.  

In addition to logging, disturbing other ecosystems with activities like grazing can also emit 

carbon. For example, the same researchers who found mountain meadows as a potential carbon 

sink found that disturbing those meadows can be a carbon source. Human activity, like grazing 

livestock on public lands, has transformed some wet meadows to drier soils with sparser grasses 

and shrubs, which transforms these same areas to potential sources of carbon emission. See Reed 

et al. 2020; Wharton 2020. 

Other benefits of protecting national forests instead of cutting down trees 

Intact forests provide benefits to wildlife and biodiversity as well as sequestering carbon for us. 

Structural diversity begets biodiversity. See Moomaw et al. 2019, Buotte et al. 2019. Forest 

canopies in general can promote cooler microclimates, which buffer warming environments for 

other living organisms, providing a climate refugia. Intact forests, after a fire, also contain swaths 

of fire refugia, which are areas that fires miss and provide refugia for animals as well as a source 

of seed for vegetative regrowth after fire. Meddens et al. 2018. Older forests, including old 

growth, which is the product of hundreds of years of ecosystem work, are among those cooler 

microclimates. See Davis et al. 2019; Frey et al. 2016. If we see forests as more than just out tree 

crop to chop, these public lands can provide excellent habitat, coast to coast, for species that are 

struggling in the face of ever-expanding human development and increasing temperatures. See 

Buotte et al. 2019; Moomaw et al. 2019. 
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Opportunities to combat climate change through protecting forests 

We have an opportunity on our public lands to combat climate change by protecting our forests 

and drastically reducing logging, and completely eliminating the felling of large trees. Only a 

small fraction of mature, older areas of national forests is left intact, and the US Forest Service is 

still logging irresponsible amounts. The US was the forefront timber products in the Obama 

Administration, Prestemon 2015, and logging levels exploded in our mission area in the 

administration. In the face of the science that discusses the carbon that large trees sequester and 

what logging emits, the US Forest Service has increased logging. For example, Friends of the 

Clearwater has noticed this upward creep of timber sales on the Nez Perce and Clearwater 

National Forests for over a decade now.  

 

Above is a chart of the timber sold off the Nez Perce-Clearwater National Forests. The 

information is from US Forest Service Region 1’s annual reports on what this agency has sold 

based on logging projects on the Nez Perce and Clearwater National Forests. The units are 

“thousand board feet,” so 84,000 thousand board feet = 84,000,000 board feet = 84 million board 

feet sold in 2020. In five of the past six years, the Forest Service managing this national forest 

has sold more of the public’s trees than any other year since 2000.4 For reference, logging 

trucks on the road can haul about 3,000-6,000 board feet of timber.5 That means 84 million board 

feet of timber is equivalent to 14,000 to 28,000 trucks of logs coming off just these two forests 

for what was sold in 2020.  

                                                 
4 The Nez Perce and Clearwater National Forests are undergoing a land-management-plan revision, and three of the 

four action alternatives propose increasing logging outputs by at least 50 percent annually from the 84 million board 

feet sold last year. 
5 A “board foot” of timber is the volume equivalent to one-foot by one-foot of wood that is one inch thick.  
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The previous administration emphasized increasing logging, so Forest Service’s increase in 

logging projects is not unique to this forest. And on forests like the Nez Perce-Clearwater 

National Forests, the Forest Service has continued to take bites of out of old growth and mature 

forests in just about every logging project it approves. Every time the Forest Service “resets” an 

area that is mature forest or would have become old growth, it eliminates the benefits described 

above for the rest of the lives of folks living. Living and future generations cannot afford this 

trend. Where Depro et al. 2008 considers that variations in business-as-usual to increase harvest 

to previous levels can lead to increasing carbon emissions at least 50 percent, the scientists found 

that eliminating harvest could tip the carbon balance 50 percent in the other direction: absorbing 

more carbon from the atmosphere.  

Scientists have discussed the opportunities of mitigating global warming and preserving 

biodiversity by protecting our forests. “Alterations in forest management can contribute to 

increasing the land sink and decreasing emissions by keeping carbon in high biomass forests, 

extending harvest cycles, reforestation, and afforestation.” Law et al., 2018. Scientists have 

proposed proforestation, which optimizes the trees that currently exists and allows them to grow 

intact with their natural ecosystems as opposed to disturbing them by logging: “Growing existing 

forests to their biological carbon sequestration potential optimizes [carbon dioxide removal] 

while limiting climate change and protecting biodiversity, air, land, and water. Natural forests 

are by far the most effective.” Moomaw et al. 2019 (internal citations omitted). We must stop 

logging what exists and start protecting it: “Given the urgency of keeping additional carbon out 

of the atmosphere and continuing carbon accumulation from the atmosphere to protect the 

climate system, it would be prudent to continue protecting ecosystems with large trees for their 

carbon stores, and also for their co-benefits of habitat for biodiversity, resilience to drought and 

fire, and microclimate buffering under future climate extremes.” Mildrexler 2020. Many of these 

ideas are captured in the Law and Moomaw 2021 article titled, “Keeping trees in the ground 

where they are already growing is an effective low-tech way to slow climate change.”  

The present situation reveals the value the US Forest Service still places on logging and 

industrial exploitation, to the detriment of carbon storage, carbon sequestration, and our future. 

The current state of things is contributing to the climate crises.  

Congress must act immediately to mitigate climate, which is what will mitigate climate change 

(the primary driver of fire). This action is leaving trees in the ground on public wildlands, and 

focusing making communities firewise. Anybody who thinks we can prevent wildfires are 

misinformed. But, we can live with them. That involves protecting the carbon sequestering and 

storage functions that forests already provide us in addition to community preparedness. 

We fully agree with Ms. Carole King that Congress should pass the Northern Rockies Ecosystem 

Protection Act, which will protect ecosystems in the Northern Rockies. Beyond that, however, 

Congress has before it the Roadless Area Conservation Act. There are current amendments that 

must happen for H.R. 279 to protect roadless areas, as Friends of the Clearwater has found the 

Forest Service is currently exploiting the logging exceptions in the roadless rules (in Idaho and 

Montana at least) to cut trees in roadless areas. See Bilodeau and Macfarlane 2020, available at 

https://www.friendsoftheclearwater.org/the-roadless-report-analyzing-the-impacts-of-two-

roadless-rules-on-forested-wildlands/.   

https://www.friendsoftheclearwater.org/the-roadless-report-analyzing-the-impacts-of-two-roadless-rules-on-forested-wildlands/
https://www.friendsoftheclearwater.org/the-roadless-report-analyzing-the-impacts-of-two-roadless-rules-on-forested-wildlands/
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The Forest Service’s 10-year plan to treat 20 million acres is very concerning, given what the 

best independent science suggests about climate change as it pertains to fire and forests, as well 

as carbon sequestration and storage, which logging undermines. The 10-year plan is also very 

concerning given how we’ve seen projects implemented in North-central Idaho on the Nez Perce 

and Clearwater National Forests.  

Data-driven policy decisions are inherently rational. Beyond asking Congress generally to act to 

protect public lands, we specifically ask the Oversight Committee to continue this investigation 

into Forest Service practices and look for better information, by peer-reviewed science, about the 

interplay between forests, climate change mitigation, and fire ecology. We ask you to invite 

independent scientists and economists to testify on some of the issues identified in what we’ve 

submitted. We also ask the Oversight Committee to look into fire suppression tactics in 

accordance with what several environmental organizations have observed in four western states 

with the practice of bulldozing ecologically destructive and costly firelines where they will not 

benefit communities. Finally, we ask the Oversight Committee to investigate pre- and post-fire 

logging practices, which include inviting nonprofits on the ground monitoring the Forest 

Service’s management of our public lands. Logging wastes taxpayer money and worsens our 

climate crisis at the same time; the Forest Service is disserving the taxpaying public and covering 

that disservice with euphemistic terms about practices that are grounded in a get-out-the-cut 

mentality that the agency has espoused for decades.   

Our Earth and future generations depend upon rational policy directions, and time is running out.  

Thank you for allowing us to submit testimony, and thank you in advance for considering it.  

 

Regards, 

 

Katie Bilodeau, M.S., J.D. 

Friends of the Clearwater 

P.O. Box 9241 

Moscow, ID 83843 

katie@friendsoftheclearwater.org 
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